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Michelle Wieser featured in Twin Cities Business magazine

After building a new strategic plan for the School of Business and Technology that unites
programming across Saint Mary’s campuses, Michelle Wieser was selected to lead a
strategic initiative to develop pathways into business and technology programs through
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stackable credentials.
Learn more

Saint Mary's profiled on KSTP-TV for online teaching training

Saint Mary's was recently profiled on KTSP-TV news from the Twin Cities. This feature was
focused on the program of training our faculty to teach online. 
Learn more

DBA faculty published in Journal of Human Resources
Education

Doctor of Business Administration (DBA) faculty Dr. Jennifer L. Schultz and Dr. Antar Salim
have published the following article: Schultz, J. L., Salim, A., & Comer, D. R. (2021). Ante up:
Using custom playing cards to teach employment law history. Journal of Human Resources
Education, 15, 19-29.

Using her project management skills to succeed in the tech
world and mentor others
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In her role as an IT program manager, Kris Schoen M’20 oversees multiple, simultaneous
projects. She says she utilizes skills she learned in Saint Mary’s University’s M.S. in Project
Management program on a day-to-day basis, including sharing current best practices with her
team in areas like time management, communication, risk management, and more. 
Learn more

Prompt response with information helped grad student
pursue long-term interest

It was the end of his workday – and the beginning of a new career era – when Jeff Keen hit
‘send’ on an online form. He wanted to learn more about Saint Mary’s M.S. in Business
Intelligence and Data Analytics (BIDA). The program was among five or six data analytics
graduate programs he was considering. 
Learn more
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